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Abstract 

This paper analyzes the relationship between public policy instruments and technology diffusion in a 

North-South duopoly, within an inter-temporal model where time is continuous. Initially, the Northern 

firm benefits from a new technology while the Southern firm uses only an old technology. There is a 

monopoly period with the new technology for the Northern firm. At the end, there is then technology 

diffusion from the Northern firm to the Southern firm. The Northern firm files patent in order to slow 

down diffusion. This article studies the impact of policy instruments: (i) a production subsidy, a patent 

subsidy and an import tariff implemented by the Northern country, (ii) a production subsidy, a public 

Research and Development investment and an import tariff implemented by the Southern country. The 

results show that the Northern government’s policies slow down technology diffusion by increasing the 

monopoly period with the new technology while the Southern government’s policies accelerate it. 

Welfare analysis demonstrates that governments are encouraged to implement each policy instrument, 

except in the case of patent subsidy. The Northern government is encouraged to tax patent 

expenditures. Nevertheless, the patent subsidy may be optimal if the Northern firm invests in Research 

and Development due to its technological advantage with the patent.  

 

Keywords: Technology Diffusion, Patent, Production Subsidy, Patent Subsidy, Research and 

Development Investment, Import Tariff. 

 

JEL classification: F13, O33.  
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1.	Introduction	
 

The study of international technology diffusion has become an important aspect of 

economics. Technology diffusion is a central topic for developing countries because it relates to a 

development issue. It represents a way to improve industries that enhance economic development, 

especially those that are capital-intensive. As a matter of fact, modern technology in industries 

increases workers’ wages, purchasing power and standard of living for developing countries. It 

improves working conditions. Technology diffusion on production processes may also involve 

product innovations which benefit from the consumers of developing countries. Furthermore, there 

is now much evidence to support the assumption that public policy instruments like subsidies have 

an impact on diffusion. But determining the sign of such impact is complex. 

Technology diffusion occurs because of information diffusion (Geroski, 2000). With modern 

telecommunications, information is easily available everywhere. It involves technological spillovers. 

Keller (2002) says that “telecommunications and the Internet ensure that people in all countries have 

access to the same pool of technological endowment [p. 120].” As a matter of fact, technology 

diffusion is not something that can be avoided. Technology may be diffused from developed 

countries to other developed countries. But it may also be diffused from developed countries to 

developing countries. Developing countries acquire modern production processes that developed 

countries previously discovered by innovating. Note that developing countries’ innovations 

expenditures are low. According to Keller (2004), “only a handful of rich countries account for most of 

the world’s creation of new technology. The pattern of worldwide technical change is thus 

determined in large part by international technology diffusion [p. 752].” Then, developing countries’ 

technological endowment depends on technology diffusion. 

 

1.1. Economic Literature 
 

The issue of technology diffusion has been studied in economic literature. Note that Keller 

(2004) makes a wide survey of economic literature for this topic. A first factor of technology diffusion 

is Research and Development (R&D) investment owing to R&D spillovers, the sources of which we 

need to find. Generally, the speed of technology diffusion between two countries increases with the 
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volume of trade between them, especially the trade of intermediate goods (Rivera-Batiz and Romer, 

1991; Grossman and Helpman, 1991; Eaton and Kortum, 2002). Developing countries import 

intermediate goods from developed countries and need to use modern technology to produce 

finished goods. Usually, international trade involves information flows between countries because of 

business interactions. Coe and Helpman (1995) find close results empirically by showing that the R&D 

spillovers effect increases with the openness of international trade. Economic literature has also 

proven that the speed of technology diffusion between two countries increases with Foreign Direct 

Investments (FDI) stock because of FDI spillovers for the country receiving it (Griliches and Hausman, 

1986; Keller, 2002; Griffith, Redding and Simpson, 2003). For example, Japanese R&D investments in 

Asian developing economies increased nine-fold from 1993 to 2007 (UNCTAD, 2011). Developing 

countries like China, Korea or India benefited from such Japanese investments. Multinational Firms 

(MNF) use labor force from a foreign country where they are located. Spillovers between countries 

appear because of worker training by MNF (Aitken and Harrisson, 1999; Fosfuri, Motta and Rønde, 

2001). This is the reason why the relationship between MNF and subsidiaries located in foreign 

countries clearly influences FDI (Markusen, 2002). International trade and FDI represent two 

important factors of technology diffusion. Ethier and Markusen (1996) studies the choice between 

international trade and FDI for a firm that wishes to sell its product in a foreign country by using a 

theoretical dynamic framework with technological externalities. A firm from the domestic country 

discovers a new product and benefits from a temporary monopoly (equal to two periods in the 

model). The firms from the foreign country do not invest in research in order to discover new 

products. The firm has a choice between exporting from its domestic country and locating a part of 

its output in the foreign country. According to the authors, localization involves greater absorption of 

information for other firms in the foreign country that can produce the new product faster. Then, 

technology diffusion seems to be faster with localization than with exports. But it represents a cost 

for the domestic firm because the new product is no longer in a monopoly situation. The choice 

between exporting and locating depends on the transport cost of exports and the monopoly rent of 

localization. 

Economic literature analyzes the impact of public policies (especially trade policies) on 

technology diffusion. The reference model without diffusion is the framework of Spencer and 
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Brander (1983) which analyzes the positive effect of an R&D subsidy on domestic R&D investment 

and national welfare in an international duopoly. Cheng (1987) designs a close framework within a 

dynamic model. Considering international technology diffusion, he shows that the R&D subsidy that 

only satisfies domestic interest may benefit from the foreign firm. It may also enhance diffusion. 

Grossman and Helpman (1991) implement a theoretical macroeconomic model with technological 

spillovers and study the economic impact of trade openness for a small country. They show that 

trade policies which reduce (respectively promote) international trade, especially trade of 

intermediate goods, like tariffs or quotas (respectively subsidies) have a negative (respectively 

positive) effect on innovations and technology diffusion via knowledge spillovers. For example, a 

tariff cut involves an increase in trade volume, trade through variety of intermediate goods and stock 

of human capital through variety. Then, spillovers to foreign countries are greater. Miyagiwa and 

Ohno (1997) design an interesting structure to analyze the impact of subsidies on R&D and welfare. 

They use a dynamic theoretical model. Initially, two firms use an old technology. At each point in 

time, they invest in R&D to discover a new technology. There is a likelihood of discovering it at each 

point in time for each firm. When one firm discovers the new technology, it no longer invests in R&D. 

But the other firm continues to invest until it, too, discovers the new technology. The former firm 

benefits from an exogenous monopoly period with the new technology that corresponds to the 

speed of diffusion. Reppelin-Hill (1999) makes an econometric study of the relationship between 

trade openness and speed of clean technology diffusion by using the example of the steel industry. 

He demonstrates that diffusion of clean technology is “faster in countries that have more open trade 

policy regimes [p. 284].” Geroski (2000) makes a survey of factors of technology diffusion. 

Information diffusion involves technology diffusion. He suggests that governments can subsidize 

technological externalities “to promote ... communication … and to motivate them [p. 621].” Battisti 

(2008) also uses the example of environment and establishes that technology diffusion is a low 

process. Governments’ policies may increase R&D investment but “should also look at the adoption 

and the extent of use of innovations because that is the place where the generation of the benefits 

from inventions takes place [p. 528].”  

Economic literature also studies the impact of other variables that influence the speed of 

technology diffusion. Geographic distance between two countries has an impact on technology 
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diffusion because of its effect on bilateral trade. Generally, previous studies have proven that 

technology diffusion is faster within one country than between two countries (Jaffe, Trajtenberg and 

Henderson, 1993; Branstetter, 2001; Eaton and Kortum, 1999). There is a border effect. 

Nevertheless, Irwin and Klenow (1994) find that the speeds of technology diffusion are not 

significantly different by taking the example of US firms as compared to foreign firms in the semi-

conductor industry from 1974 to 1992. Other papers study the significant negative effect of the 

distance in kilometers on the speed of technology diffusion (Keller, 2002; Bottazi and Peri, 2003).  

Furthermore, there is a strong correlation between technology diffusion and industrial 

protection. For example, a patent has an effect on diffusion because it represents a way to protect 

information and technological endowment for firms. A patent may slow down technology diffusion 

by giving a product or process monopoly to firms from developed countries. However, citing patents 

may be a measure of technology diffusion. Eaton and Kortum (1999) consider that patent filing in a 

foreign country represents another measure of technology diffusion (even if it is not perfect). They 

prove that diffusion depends on the possibility to file patents in the foreign country and the patent 

filing cost that the firm must pay. Pakes (1996) also mentions the role of patent cost when agents 

want to keep the patent in force. Economic literature has also designed models with patents by 

studying the impact on national welfare. Such patents may involve a monopoly rent for the firm that 

files it. Authors have established that patents encourage innovation because a firm has to discover a 

new process or new product before the patent publication. A first section of literature considers that 

imitation of competitors is never a threat and identifies the fact that optimal patent length is finite 

by considering that policy makers select this length (Nordhaus, 1969; Scherer, 1972). Another section 

considers that imitation is costless and introduces patent length and breadth (Tandon, 1982; 

Klemperer, 1990; Gilbert and Shapiro, 1990). According to Gilbert and Shapiro (1990), patent breadth 

cannot be clearly defined: “a broader patent allows the innovator to earn a higher flow rate of profit 

during the lifetime of the patent [p. 107].” Even if patent breadth leads to deadweight loss, they 

demonstrate that optimal patent length is infinite because it minimizes social costs. Gallini (1992) 

introduces an endogenous imitation cost by considering “the ability of competitors to invent around 

[p. 52].”He finds that optimal patent length is short in order to avoid imitation. Such a result 

contrasts with previous studies. Mathew and Mukherjee (2014) study the impact of the patent 
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regime on inward FDI in a North-South structure. The incentive of Northern firms’ FDI in the 

Southern country increases with a strong patent regime, especially when the costs of Southern 

innovation are high. A strong patent regime corresponds to a situation where only the patent holder 

can sell its product. Here, the impact of the patent regime on technology diffusion is ambiguous 

because it may increase FDI inwards in the Southern country, but it may also involve a longer 

monopoly period for Northern firms relative to the sales of new products. 

1.2. General Framework 
 

The objective of this paper is to evaluate the impact of policy instruments on technology 

diffusion by using a simple theoretical framework. We also research the impact on other strategic 

variables like profits, consumer surplus or national welfares. We use a framework which is close to 

Miyagiwa and Ohno (1999). But it is a North-South duopoly. We consider a duopoly with one firm 

from a Northern country and another from a Southern country. There is a market in both countries. 

Then, each firm sells a part of its output on its domestic market and exports the other part to the 

foreign market. Here, technology diffusion occurs through the bilateral trade between the North and 

the South.  

Another difference with respect to Miyagiwa and Ohno (1999) is that, initially, the Northern 

firm already benefits from the new technology while the Southern firm uses the old technology. 

Developed countries benefit from a larger capital endowment while developing countries benefits 

from a larger labor endowment. Here, technology diffusion relates to transfer from the Northern 

firm to the Southern firm. The new technology diffusion is endogenous. The agricultural sector is a 

significant example because developing countries’ productivity is lower than rich countries’. 

We study the case where the Northern firm files a patent to increase the monopoly period 

with the new technology. A patent represents a way to protect the Northern firm’s information and 

so slow down technology diffusion. The Southern firm can use the new technology only upon the 

term of the patent. In this sort of North-South framework, we consider that the Northern country’s 

patent always slows down the new technology diffusion to the Southern country. We omit the 

possibility of patent citations. Nevertheless, this relates to a situation where patents involve disputes 

between firms or countries. For example, in 2012, The New York Times published an article about 
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technology war between Google and Apple by mentioning that patents are a way to prevent a firm 

from being competitive in a specific market and that firms often file lawsuit because of patent 

infringements.
1
  

First, we consider a simple case where a patent involves only the protection of a process. We 

disregard the fact that patents might encourage inventions or innovations. Second, we consider a 

situation where the Northern firm invests in its technological advantage by implementing cost-

reducing R&D investment. Furthermore, we take into account the fact that the Northern firm faces a 

patent filing cost. Papers that study the optimal patent length generally do not introduce this 

variable. Papers that introduce patent cost study the effect of the patent as compared to a situation 

without patent but do not study the optimal patent length. Here, we attempt to implement a new 

structure by applying both patent length and patent filing cost. Such cost increases with the term of 

patent because the Northern firm has to pay maintenance fees to keep the patent in force. Then, the 

Northern firm selects patent expenditures by choosing the term of patent. According to TRIPs 

Agreements (Article 33), “The term of protection available shall not end before the expiration of a 

period of twenty years counted from the filing date.” Note that pharmaceutical firms have the 

opportunity to benefit from a supplemental protection certificate that protects innovations for 

further five years. Generally, when a firm files a patent, there are annual maintenance fees to be 

paid. This is the reason why the length of protection generally ends before the stated twenty years. 

Moreover, firms can publish a utility model that has fewer requirements instead of the classic patent. 

Utility models are one particular type of patent that are less stringent in terms of protection length 

and filing cost. Usually, the term of utility model is around ten years. Note that the Northern firm’s 

patent only slows down diffusion because technology diffusion is not avoidable (Keller, 2002). 

Consequently, an infinite patent length is not possible.  

We analyze the effect of policy instruments on technology diffusion through the impact on 

the Northern firm’s patent expenditures: (i) a production subsidy, a patent subsidy and an import 

tariff implemented by the Northern government, (ii) a production subsidy, a public R&D investment, 

an R&D subsidy and an import tariff implemented by the Southern government. We focus on 

                                                 
1 See the newspaper article of The New York Times (October 7, 2012) by Charles Duhigg and Steve Lohr 
entitled “In technology wars, using the patent as a sword.” 
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“behind-the-border” policies such as subsidies and “at-the-border” policies such as import tariffs. 

Currently, governments use “behind-the-border” policies more frequently for three reasons: (i) they 

are a means to give domestic firms an advantage over foreign firms; (ii) they escape the notice of the 

World Trade Organization (WTO) which is more effective in prohibiting instruments representing a 

direct barrier against international trade flows; (iii) according to the WTO, import tariffs are bound 

and cannot be increased above a certain level. Evenett (2013) describes the rise in trade policy 

instruments as the “protectionism’s quiet return” and mentions that “non-traditional forms of 

protections still dominate crisis-era protectionism [p. 28].” Traditional forms such as tariffs only 

represent less than 40 percent of the protectionism measures implemented since 2008. Production 

subsidy is classic trade policy. Nevertheless, agricultural tariffs are high in both developed and 

developing countries. In 2004, the average rates of protection were 13.9 percent for OECD members, 

19.6 percent for middle income countries, and 15.3 percent for less developed countries (Source: 

MacMap 2008). For example, in Asia, the average tariff was 22.5 percent.  

The WTO tries to prevent production subsidies because it can create trade distortions. 

However, governments can easily subsidize indirectly a domestic firm’s production via tax cuts or 

employment subsidies. The Southern government’s subsidy is a way to ascertain whether or not a 

trade policy implemented by the Southern government accelerates technology diffusion. The 

Northern government can also subsidize its domestic firm’s patent expenditures. This is a patent 

subsidy. In 2002, the Belgian government implemented subsidies for small and medium-sized 

businesses “to register and to maintain a patent.” In 2010, the subsidy rate achieved 70 percent of 

the patent filing cost (Source: Europa). Munari and Xu (2011) conduct an overview of ten experiences 

of patent subsidies throughout the 2000s: “the use of patent subsidies, in particular in favor of SMEs, 

has recently gained an increased attention by policy-makers [p. 5].”  

The results of this paper show that policy instruments implemented by the Northern country 

slow down technology diffusion between the two firms by increasing the monopoly period with the 

new technology. But the patent subsidy decreases the Northern country’s national welfare. In this 

case, the Northern government is encouraged to tax its domestic firm’s patent expenditures. The 

production subsidy and the tariff always increase the Northern country’s national welfare up to an 

optimal level. Furthermore, the Southern government’s policy instruments accelerate technology 
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diffusion by reducing the monopoly period with the new technology and increase the domestic 

national welfare.  

Finally, we consider a further assumption whereby the Northern firm invests in its 

technological advantage corresponding to the patent length by implementing cost-reducing R&D 

investment. In this case, R&D investment increases profit flows. Here, it corresponds to what 

economic literature calls patent breadth. The objective of such an assumption is to verify whether or 

not the patent subsidy involves a positive impact on the Northern country’s national welfare in order 

to understand the growing interest shown by policy makers in this type of subsidy. The results show 

that the Northern government may be encouraged to implement a patent subsidy while a patent tax 

is always optimal without investments in technological advantage. Through this, we understand that 

patents increase national welfare only if patentee firms invest in their technological advantages.  

Section 2 introduces the model. Section 3 analyzes the impact of the Northern government’s 

“behind-the-border” policy instruments on the speed of the new technology diffusion. Section 4 

analyzes the impact of the Southern government’s “behind-the-border” policy instruments. Section 5 

analyzes the impact of import tariffs. Section 6 presents the welfare analysis where we verify 

whether or not governments are encouraged to implement each policy instrument. Section 7 

introduces the assumption whereby the Northern firm invests in its technological advantage. Section 

8 introduces Bertrand competition. Section 9 concludes. 

2.	The	Model	
 

Consider a duopoly with a firm from a Northern country and another from a Southern 

country. There is competition on two differentiated markets. Each firm sells a part of its output 

domestically and exports the other part to the foreign market. Therefore, we introduce bilateral 

trade in the model. Let us suppose a dynamic model where time is continuous and defined over 

�0,∞�. Initially, the Northern firm benefits from a new technology denoted by � while the Southern 

firm only uses an old technology denoted by �∗. Here, technology diffusion is defined by technology 

transfer from the Northern firm to the Southern firm. The new technology diffusion occurs at period 


 over�0,∞�. The Southern firm can use the new technology �∗ from such a point in time. The 

Northern firm benefits from � over �0,∞�. Here, we consider that the new technology diffusion 
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occurs due to information diffusion via telecommunications such as the Internet and due to the 

bilateral trade between the North and the South.  

Assumption 1: The Northern (respectively Southern) firm’s marginal cost is constant and 

denoted by � (respectively �∗). Each firm’s technological endowment influences its marginal cost: 

� = ���, with � = �, �∗ = �∗�∗�, with �∗ = �∗, �∗. We have: �∗ ��∗� > �∗��∗�.The value of �∗ 
changes at time 
. 

Note that such a structure relates to an empirical example, for instance the agricultural 

sector. The assumption of the existence of two markets works because there are high levels of 

agricultural bilateral trade between Northern and Southern countries. Northern and Southern 

producers also differ in productivity. Developing countries’ agricultural productivity is lower than 

developed countries’ (Fulginiti and Perrin, 1999). The role of technological endowment is crucial. For 

example, O’Neill (2000) mentions that “the application of ergonomics differs between IDCs 

[Industrially Developing Countries] and IACs [Industrially Advanced Countries] particularly through 

the limited infrastructure in IDCs to support ergonomics activity and interventions [p. 631].” Another 

interesting feature of the agricultural sector is that producers from rich countries files patents to 

protect their technologies. For example, developed countries’ intellectual property leads to a difficult 

access to modern agricultural biotechnologies for developing countries (Adenle et al., 2012). 

Furthermore, firms files patents on both products and processes: nanotechnologies, biotechnologies, 

plants (Alendete-Saez et al., 2014). In this paper, we consider a process patent on a new technology.  

Consider a two-stage model. At each point in time, both firms select the level of output that 

maximizes its static profit flows. The Northern firm files a patent to increase the monopoly period 

with the new technology. The patent filing cost increases with the patent length. Then, the Northern 

firm selects its patent-related expenditures (i.e. the patent length) that maximize its discounted sum 

of profit flows. 

2.1. The Static Structure 
 

The Northern (Southern) firm produce the total quantity of output � + �∗ (� + �∗) where � 

(�∗) denotes the sales on its domestic market and �∗ (�) its exports to the foreign market at each 

point in time over �0,∞�. Both firms sell a homogenous good on each market.  
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Assumption 2: At each point in time, there is Cournot competition on both markets.
2
 Each 

firm sells a homogenous good. We denote � (�∗) the Northern (Southern) market price with the 

inverse demand functions: ��� = �� + ��, �∗�∗� = ��∗ + �∗�, where � (�∗) denotes the total 

supply on the Northern (Southern) market. The market prices decrease with the total supplies: 

�� = d� d�⁄ < 0, �∗� = d�∗ d�∗⁄ < 0.  

At each point in time, the static profit flows are: 

��, �∗, �, �∗� = ��� + �� + �∗�∗�∗ + �∗� − ���� + �∗� − ��∗        (1) 

�∗�, �∗, �, �∗� = ��� + �� + �∗�∗�∗ + �∗� − �∗�∗�� + �∗� − �∗�, with �∗ = �∗, �∗ (2) 

Consider linear transport costs denoted by ��∗  and ��  where the terms � and �∗  are 

constant unit transport costs. The unit transport cost does not depend on the technological 

endowment because geographic distance is the most significant factor of transport cost. Note that 

we omit the existence of a fixed cost because it does not really influence the results of the model.  

Each firm selects the levels of domestic sales and exports that maximize its profit. The First 

Order Conditions give the following reaction functions on the Northern market: 

��� = ���� − �� + ��� ��⁄ , ��� = ��∗�∗� + �∗ − �� + ��� ��⁄ , with �∗ = �∗, �∗  (3) 

Reactions functions on the Southern market are symmetric. Each profit decreases with the 

foreign domestic sales and exports: � = ��� < 0, � ∗ = �∗�∗� < 0, �!∗ = ��� < 0, �!∗∗ = �∗�∗� <
0.

3
 

Assumption 3: The second order conditions are verified: �!! < 0, �!∗!∗ < 0, �  ∗ < 0, 

� ∗ ∗∗ < 0. Cross effects are also negative: �! < 0, �!∗ ∗ < 0, � !∗ < 0, � ∗!∗∗ < 0. Own effects are 

stronger than cross effects: |�!!| > #�! #, |�!∗!∗| > #�!∗ ∗#, #�  ∗ # > #� !∗ #, #� ∗ ∗∗ # > #� ∗!∗∗ #. 
Stability conditions are verified: $ = �!!�  ∗ − �! � !∗ > 0, $∗ = �!∗!∗� ∗ ∗∗ − �!∗ ∗� ∗!∗∗ > 0.  

In this model, technology diffusion influences the level of the Southern firm’s marginal cost 

�∗. We search the effect of �∗ on domestic sales, exports, prices and profits to determine the effect 

of the Southern firm’s technological endowment. On the Northern market, differentiating the first 

order conditions with respect to �, � and �∗, we have: d� d�∗⁄ = −�! $⁄ > 0, d� d�∗⁄ = �!! $⁄ <
                                                 
2
 Note that the assumption of Cournot competition works with the agricultural sector because prices depend 

on the quantities of supply and demand on financial markets.  
3
 We use subscripts to denote partial derivatives. 
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0 , d� d�∗⁄ = ��!! − �! � $⁄ < 0 . The Southern firm’s marginal cost reduces (increases) the 

Southern (Northern) firm’s exports (domestic sales). It reduces the total supply on the Northern 

market. It increases the market price: d� d�∗⁄ = �� d� d�∗⁄ > 0. Therefore, it reduces the Northern 

country’s consumer surplus by increasing � and reducing �. The results are the same for the 

Southern market and the expressions are symmetric.  

Let us search the effect on profits by using the maximum profits. We denote �% and �%∗ the 

profits such as: 

�%�∗� = max!,!∗)* ��, �∗, �, �∗� subject	to	� ∗ = 0, i.e. �%�∗� = ���%�∗�, �%∗�∗��        (4) 

�%∗�∗� = max , ∗)* �∗�, �∗, �, �∗� subject	to	�! = 0, i.e. �%∗�∗� = �∗��%�∗�, �%∗�∗�� (5) 

�% and �%∗ (�% and �%∗) denotes the Northern (Southern) firm’s domestic sales and exports that 

makes possible to achieve the maximum profit. The First Order Conditions involve: 

���%�∗�, �%∗�∗�� = −�%�∗�4�� − �%∗�∗�4�∗� , �∗��%�∗�, �%∗�∗�� = −�%�∗�4�� − �%∗�∗�4�∗� . We 

have: 

5678∗�58∗ = !%69969:; + !%∗69∗9∗69∗:∗;∗ > 0       (6) 

567∗8∗�58∗ = −< %6996::∗; +  %∗69∗9∗6:∗:∗∗
;∗ = < 0      (7) 

Therefore, the Southern firm’s marginal cost reduces (increases) the Southern (Northern) 

firm’s profit. The Southern firm is clearly encouraged to benefit from the new technology diffusion. 

According to previous results, outputs, price and profits depend on the Southern firm’s 

technological endowment. Domestic sales, exports and profit flows of the Northern (Southern) firm 

are higher (lower) when the Southern firm uses the old technology: � ��∗� > ���∗�, �∗ ��∗� >
�∗��∗�, � ��∗� < ���∗�, �∗ ��∗� < �∗��∗�, � ��∗� > ���∗�, �∗ ��∗� < �∗��∗�. Total supplies are 

lower and market prices are stronger: � ��∗� < ���∗� , �∗ ��∗� < �∗��∗� , � ��∗� > ���∗� , 

�∗ ��∗� > �∗��∗�. Then, each country’s consumer surplus is lower. 
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2.2. A Linear Example 
 

In the body of this paper, we use specific inverse demand functions to have a clear outcome. 

Consider linear inverse demand functions: ��� = > − �, ��∗� = >∗ − �∗. Each firm selects the 

optimal levels of domestic sales and exports:  

�% = ?@48A8∗AB∗C , �%∗ = ?∗@48A8∗@4BC , �% = ?A8@48∗@4B∗C , �%∗ = ?∗A8@48∗ABC    (8) 

We can easily demonstrate that the Southern firm’s marginal cost increases (reduces) the 

Northern (Southern) firm’s domestic sales and exports.  

The equilibrium levels of price are: 

�̂ = ?A8A8∗AB∗C , �̂∗ = ?∗A8A8∗ABC    (9) 

Each market price increases with the Southern firm’s marginal cost.  

Finally, the equilibrium profits are: 

�% = ?@48A8∗AB∗�EA?∗@48A8∗@4B�EF , �%∗ = ?A8@48∗@4B∗�EA?∗A8@48∗AB�EF    (10) 

The Northern (Southern) firm’s profit increases (decreases) with the Southern firm’s marginal 

cost. 

2.3. The Dynamic Structure 
 

The Northern firm enjoys a monopoly with the new technology until 
 and files a patent at 

time 0 in the Southern country’s office in order to increase the said monopoly. The period �0, 
� is 

called the monopoly period. The patent filing engenders a filing cost which increases with the said 

patent length. The variable G denotes the Northern firm’s expenditures needed to implement the 

patent.  

Assumption 4: The Northern firm’s monopoly period 
 with the new technology depends on 

the patent expenditures G: 
 = 
G�. 
 increases with G: 
�G� = d
G� dG⁄ > 0. 
 increases with 

G: 
�G� = d
G� dG⁄ > 0. Furthermore, we have: 
��G� = d4
G� dG4⁄ ≤ 0.  

Note that it seems intuitive to consider a linear relationship between the monopoly period 
 

and the patent expenditures G i.e. 
�� = 0. Nevertheless, we may also consider 
�� < 0 because the 

Southern firm may benefit from diffusion of an alternative modern technology that is not patented 

over time. On the other hand, it seems complex to consider 
�� > 0. Hence, we have: 
�� ≤ 0. In the 
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body of the paper, we use a general form for the function 
. But we will use a specific linear function 

for the welfare analysis.  

Assumption 5: The Northern firm is encouraged to file the patent: � ��∗� − G > ���∗�. 

The Northern firm selects the optimal level of patent expenditures G by choosing the optimal 

level of patent length. It maximizes a discounted sum of profit flows, denoted by Π, with respect to G 

by anticipating the previous static results: 

maxJK* ПG� = M N@OP�% ��∗� dQRJ�* + M N@OP�%��∗�dQSRJ� − G   (11) 

where T denotes the interest rate that discounts flows. Time is denoted as Q. We use 

exponentials because of continuous time. Integrating, we have: 

maxJK* ПG� = UV@WXYZ[�\67�]∗�AWXYZ[�67�]∗�
O − G   (12) 

The first order condition ΠJ = 0 involves: 

VR^J�WXYZ[� = �% ��∗� − �%��∗�   (13) 

The second order condition is verified: ΠJJ = �
��G� − T
�G�4�N@ORJ� _�% ��∗� − �%��∗�` <
0. We denote as aG� the left side of the previous equation. We have: aG� = �% ��∗� − �%��∗�. The 

function a increases with G: 

a�G� = OR^J�E@R^^J�R^J�EWXYZ[� > 0   (14) 

A simple interpretation of (14) stems from rewriting as: G = b _�% ��∗� − �%��∗�`  with 

cb c _�% ��∗� − �%��∗�`d > 0. Hence, G increases with the difference in profit _�% ��∗� − �%��∗�`. 

3.	The	Impact	of	“Behind-The-Border”	Policies	Implemented	

by	The	Northern	Government	
 

Let us study the impact of “behind-the-border” policy instruments implemented by the 

Northern government. We analyze the impact of two subsidies: a production subsidy and a patent 

subsidy.  

Assumption 6: The production subsidy is implemented over �0,∞�. But the Northern 

government’s patent subsidy is only implemented at time 0.   
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The Northern government may be encouraged to implement policy instruments for political 

reasons. The Northern government tries to implement an instrument that increases the Northern 

country’s national welfare as compared to free trade. An instrument that increases the consumer 

surplus is politically desirable. Furthermore, it can also be justified for employment reasons in the 

Northern country. A subsidy from the Northern government represents a way to hire further 

employees in the Northern country. We make a welfare analysis in Section 6 to ascertain whether or 

not governments are encouraged to implement such subsidies. Note that we implement the 

following structure. See Figure 1. 

Figure 1 – Structure of The Model 

 

Source: author. 

First, the government selects the optimal value of its subsidy. For example, when the 

Northern government wants to subsidize its domestic firm’s production, it implements the optimal 

level of production subsidy. If the said level is positive, the production subsidy is optimal. But if it is 

negative, a production tax is optimal. The government anticipates the equilibrium levels of domestic 

sales, exports, prices and profits flows of each firm and the Northern firm’s patent expenditures. 

Hence, the Northern government maximizes the Northern country’s national welfare W which is 

given by: W = Π+ CS + PR, where CS denotes the Northern country’s discounted consumer surplus 

and PR denotes the Northern government’s discounted public revenues i.e. the governmental 

surplus. At each point in time, the Northern country’s static consumer surplus is given by: 

M ����∗��d��∗�jk]∗�* − �k�∗��U�k�∗�\, with �∗ = �∗, �∗. The governmental surplus is negative 

when the optimal subsidy is positive. It is positive when the government implements a tax. For 

example, when the Northern government wants to implement a production subsidy l, at each point 

in time, the static governmental surplus equals to: −l��%�∗, l� + �%∗�∗, l��, with �∗ = �∗, �∗, where 

�% (�%∗) denotes the equilibrium level of the Northern firm’s domestic sales (exports).  
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Second, the Northern firm selects the optimal level of patent expenditures G at period 0 by 

anticipating each static equilibrium level of domestic sales, exports and profit flows. Third, each firm 

selects the optimal level of domestic sales and exports at each point in time. Note that we solve the 

model by starting with the third stage for each instrument. We find the optimal level of patent 

expenditures G, then. We finish by finding the optimal level of the public policy instrument because 

we need to know the equilibrium expression for each variable. 

3.1. The Northern Government’s Production Subsidy 
 

The Northern government subsidizes its domestic firm’s production. We denote as l the 

specific production subsidy. The Southern firm’s profit expression remains the same as in Equation 

(2). The Northern firm‘s profit expression becomes: 

� = ��� + �� + �∗�∗�∗ + �∗� − ���� − l�� + �∗� − ��∗   (15) 

Let us now find the effect of the subsidy on domestic sales, exports, prices and profits. This is 

easily determined because we have already studied the impact of the Southern firm’s marginal cost. 

According to Equation (15), the production subsidy l has the same impact on profit as a negative 

marginal cost. Then, the subsidy l increases (reduces) the Northern (Southern) firm’s domestic sales 

and exports, increases total supplies, and lowers market prices on both markets by reducing the 

Northern firm’s total cost. Therefore, it increases consumer surplus. Finally, it increases (reduces) the 

Northern (Southern) firm’s profit. We have: 

567]∗,m�5m = n�?A?∗@n8]�A48∗]∗�@nBA4B∗Anm�F = n�!%]∗,m�A!%∗]∗,m��C > 0, with �∗ = �∗, �∗ (16) 

Now, we look for the effect of the subsidy l on the speed of the new technology diffusion. 

We search for the effect on G. The Northern firm selects the patent expenditures (i.e. the patent 

length) that maximize its discounted sum of profit flows. The first order condition involves the same 

expression as under free trade except that the profit flows now depend on the production subsidy l.  

Proposition 1: The Northern government’s production subsidy increases the Northern firm’s 

patent expenditures G and the monopoly period 
. Therefore, it slows down the new technology 

diffusion from the North to the South.  

Proof: The Northern firm’s patent expenditures G  depend on the difference in profit 

_�% ��∗, l� − �%��∗, l�`. An increase in the said difference involves an increase in G. The production 
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subsidy raises G if the gain in Northern firm’s profit flows is stronger when the Southern firm uses the 

old technology i.e. �%m ��∗, l� > �%m��∗, l�.  
According to Equation (16), the positive effect of the subsidy l on the Northern firm’s profit 

flows increases with the Southern firm’s marginal cost. Such a results means that the difference in 

profit increases with the production subsidy. Then, the Northern firm’s patent expenditures as 

compared to free trade: dG dl⁄ > 0. The Northern government’s production subsidy slows down the 

new technology diffusion by increasing the monopoly period 
.  

The Northern government’s production subsidy increases G because the positive effect on its 

profit is stronger when the Southern firm uses the old technology (its output is greater). The 

Northern firm is encouraged to increase the patent expenditures in order to benefit from a longer 

monopoly period with the new technology. The subsidy l slows down the new technology diffusion. 

The production subsidy leads to further revenues for the Northern firm. Such revenues increase with 

the level of output (� + �∗). The Northern firm is encouraged to increase expenditures G to benefit 

from stronger market shares and from higher revenues. Note that the sign of the impact would be 

the same if the Northern government only subsidizes domestic sales or exports because the 

expressions are symmetric. 

Nevertheless, the form of inverse demand functions may influence the results. We cannot 

demonstrate that the production subsidy increases patent expenditures by using general forms. See 

Appendix A. Using any other linear form, the impact is always positive. But under nonlinear forms, 

the results may differ owing to second order effects. 

3.2. The Northern Government’s Patent Subsidy 
 

The Northern government can subsidize its domestic firm’s patent expenditures instead of 

production. The said patent subsidy is denoted as o. The static profit flows expressions are the same 

as under free trade. Unlike a production subsidy, it does not directly affect outputs, price and profit 

flows. But it does reduce the patent filing cost. The real cost now equals to: 1 − o�G. The Northern 

firm’s discounted sum of profit flows is:  

maxJK* ПG, o� = M N@OP�% ��∗� dQRJ�* + M N@OP�%��∗�dQSRJ� − 1 − o�G  (17) 
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The Northern firm selects G which maximizes its discounted sum of profit flows. The first 

order condition involves:  

aG� = 67�]∗�@67�]∗�
V@q          (18) 

Proposition 2: The Northern government’s patent subsidy always increases the Northern 

firm’s patent expenditures G and the monopoly period 
. It slows down the new technology 

diffusion.  

Proof: Thanks to Equation (18), G  decreases with 1 − o� i.e. it increases with o. The 

difference in profit does not depend on o. Therefore, the subsidy increases the Northern firm’s 

patent expenditures and the monopoly period: dG do⁄ > 0, d
 do⁄ > 0. It slows down the new 

technology diffusion.  

Such a subsidy reduces the Northern firm’s total patent filing cost. The firm benefits from 

further revenues that increase with its expenditures. It explains why the firm is encouraged to 

increase G. The monopoly period with the new technology increases when the total patent filing cost 

does not vary. In this sense, a patent subsidy is more efficient than a production subsidy to 

encourage a firm to protect its technological advantage. 

4.	The	Impact	of	“Behind-The-Border”	Policies	Implemented	

by	The	Southern	Government	
 

The Southern government can implement policy instruments in order to accelerate 

technology diffusion. Consider that the Northern government remains under free trade. The 

structure is the same as in Figure 1. 

4.1. The Southern Government’s Production Subsidy 
 

The Southern government implements a specific production subsidy at each point in time. 

We denote as l∗ the Southern government’s subsidy. The Southern firm’s profit expression becomes: 

�∗ = ��� + �� + �∗�∗�∗ + �∗� − ���∗� − l∗�� + �∗� − �∗�, with �∗ = �∗, �∗ (19) 

The effects of the subsidy l∗ on production sales, exports, prices and profits are symmetrical 

to those of the subsidy l. The Southern government’s subsidy increases (reduces) the Southern 

(Northern) firm’s domestic sales, exports and profit. It also increases each country’s consumer 
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surplus by increasing the total supply and lowering the market price. Note that the effect of l∗ on the 

Northern firm’s profit is given by:  

567]∗,m∗�5m∗ = − 4�?A?∗@n8]�A48∗]∗�@nBA4B∗@4m∗�F = − 4�!%]∗,m∗�A!%∗]∗,m∗��C < 0 , with �∗ = �∗, �∗ 

(20) 

The Northern firm selects G that maximizes its discounted sum of profit flows. The first order 

condition gives the same expression as under free trade except that the profit flows now depend on 

the subsidy l∗.  
Proposition 3: The Southern government’s production subsidy accelerates technology 

diffusion by decreasing G and 
 as compared to free trade.   

Proof: We have to find the effect of the subsidy l∗ on the difference in profit _�% ��∗, l∗� −
�%��∗, l∗�`. According to Equation (20), the negative effect of l∗ on � is stronger when �∗ increases. 

The negative effect is stronger before the new technology diffusion. The difference in profit 

decreases as compared to free trade. Then, the Northern firm is encouraged to reduce its patent 

expenditures G: dG dl∗⁄ < 0. The Southern government’s production subsidy accelerates technology 

diffusion by reducing the monopoly period 
.  

The Southern government’s production subsidy increases the Southern firm’s output. Its 

domestic sales and exports increase as compared to free trade. Using the specific linear demand 

functions, we can find the direct impact of the Southern firm’s domestics sales and exports on the 

Northern firm’s profit: � = −� < 0, � ∗ = −�∗ < 0. Hence, the negative impact of the increase in 

�  and �∗  on �  increases with �  and �∗ . The total output � + �∗�  is higher before the new 

technology diffusion. Then, the Northern firm is encouraged to reduce its patent expenditures. 

Nevertheless, the form of inverse demand functions may influence the results again. We 

cannot demonstrate that the production subsidy increases patent expenditures by using general 

forms. See Appendix A. 

4.2. The Southern Government’s Public R&D Investment/R&D Subsidy 
 

Under the initial case, the Southern firm does not invest in R&D because the cost of such an 

investment is too high. Southern economies’ R&D expenditures are lower than Northern economies’ 
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because skilled labor and modern telecommunications are scarce and costly. The Southern 

government can also encourage innovations in its domestic country. Consider a cost-reducing R&D 

investment denoted as r∗ and implemented at period 0. We denote as s∗ the unit cost of R&D. 

There are two cases: 

� The Southern government directly invests in R&D by implementing a public R&D program. The 

Southern firm benefits from another technological endowment owing to such public innovations. 

In this case, the Southern government selects the optimal level of public R&D that maximizes the 

Southern country’s national welfare by anticipating the Northern firm’s patent expenditures.  

� The Southern government subsidizes the Southern firm to promote a private R&D program by 

reducing the total cost of R&D expenditures. We denote as t∗ the R&D subsidy. The Southern 

firm selects the optimal level of R&D that maximizes its discounted sum of profit flows.  

Nevertheless, the Southern firm only benefits from an intermediate technology over �0, 
� 
with such an R&D investment. The dynamic structure would be unnecessary, otherwise, because the 

Southern firm would benefit from the new technology at period 0. It would be less credible because 

the speed of technology diffusion often depends on rich countries’ behaviors. Furthermore, Southern 

countries’ innovations are too low.
4
 These countries generally benefit from foreign sources of 

productivity (Keller, 2004).  

Assumption 7: The Southern country implements an R&D investment denoted by r∗ at 

period 0 that reduces the marginal cost �∗ over �0, 
�. The Southern firm can use an intermediate 

technology over �0, 
�. The returns are decreasing: d�∗ dr∗⁄ < 0 , d4�∗ dr∗4⁄ ≥ 0  (Brander and 

Spencer, 1983). Then, the function of marginal cost is concave.  

We denote as �v∗∗  the intermediate technology that depends on the level of R&D 

investments r∗ such as: �∗ ��∗� > �∗��v∗∗ r∗�� > �∗��∗�. When the new technology diffusion occurs, 

the R&D investment no longer influences the Southern firm’s marginal cost. The static profit 

expression of the Southern firm is the same as in Equation (2). But we have �∗ = �v∗∗ r∗� over �0, 
�. 
According to the impact of �∗ on each variable, we can easily find the impact of r∗. The R&D 

investment increases (reduces) the Southern (Northern) firm’s domestic sales, exports and profit 

                                                 
4
 Developing countries’ R&D expenditures often represent less than one percent of their Gross Domestic 

Product (Source: World Bank WDI). 
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flows. It also reduces the market prices. The effect on the total supply on each market is positive. 

Then, each country’s consumer surplus increases with the R&D.  

The Northern firm’s discounted sum of profit flows is: 

maxJK* ПG, r∗, t∗� = M N@OP�%��v∗∗ r∗��dQRJ�* + M N@OP�%��∗�dQSRJ� − G   

Under the first case, the Southern firm’s discounted sum of profit flows increases with the 

public R&D investment. But the Southern firm does not maximize such discounted sum: the Southern 

government selects the level of R&D that maximizes the Southern country’s national welfare.  

Under the second case, the Southern firm’s selects the optimal level of R&D investment: 

  

maxv∗K*П∗G, r∗, t∗� = M N@OP�% ∗��v∗∗ r∗��dQRJ�* + M N@OP�%∗��∗�dQSRJ� − s∗ − t∗�r∗ (21) 

The first order conditions involve: 

VR^J�WXYZ[� = �%��v∗∗ r∗�� − �%��∗�       (22) 

UV@WXYZ[�\
O

567∗U]w∗∗ v∗�\5v∗ = s∗ − t∗       (23) 

According to Assumption 7, the second order condition is verified for the Southern firm: 

Πv∗v∗∗ < 0. We have also negative cross effects: ПJv∗ < 0, Πv∗J∗ < 0. 

Proposition 4: The Southern government’s public R&D investment/R&D subsidy accelerates 

the new technology diffusion by reducing the Northern firm’s patent expenditures G and the 

monopoly period 
.  

Proof:  

� First, let us study the case of a public R&D investment. Differentiating the Northern firm’s first 

order condition	ПJ = 0, we have: 

� 
5J5v∗ = − П[w∗П[[ < 0, with ПJv∗ = 
�G�N@ORJ� 4x!%U]w∗∗ v∗�\A!%∗U]w∗∗ v∗�\yC

58∗U]w∗∗ v∗�\5v∗ < 0 

� The Northern firm’s patent expenditures decrease with the public R&D investment. The two 

variables are strategic substitutes. The Northern firm is encouraged to reduce its patent 

expenditures. The reason is that the monopoly period involves a lower gain for the Northern firm 

because the Southern firm uses an intermediate technology.  
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� Now let us study the case of an R&D subsidy. Differentiation the same first order conditions, we 

have: 

� 
5J5z∗ = П[w∗{ < 0, 5v5z∗ = − П[[{ > 0  

� with | = ПJJПv∗v∗∗ − ПJv∗Пv∗J∗ > 0. The Southern government’s production subsidy accelerates 

technology diffusion by increasing the Southern firm’s R&D investment and by reducing the 

Northern firm’s patent expenditures. Such a result means that governments from developing 

countries can accelerate technology diffusion from rich countries by promoting domestic firm’s 

innovations.  

Note that we did not study the case where the Southern country’s R&D investment 

influences the date of the new technology diffusion. We could have considered a case where the 

Southern country implements an R&D program at period 0 to discover the new technology as soon 

as possible. The monopoly period with the new technology would decrease with such an R&D 

program. But the effect of the patent would be null because the Southern country could discover the 

new technology by itself. The issue of the model would no longer make sense in this case. 

5.	An	Example	of	“At-The-Border”	Policies:	The	Impact	of	

Import	Tariffs	
 

We have studied the impact of “behind-the-border” policy instruments. Subsidies aim to 

promote directly domestic firms’ activity. Now let us study the impact of “at-the-border” policy 

instruments like tariffs. They relate to traditional protectionism. They aim to reduce directly the 

competition from foreign countries. Even if governments often use other forms of protectionism 

now, tariff protection applied to imports in the agricultural sector is still high. Let us verify whether 

or not the results change with “at-the-border” policies.  

According to previous demonstration, we can easily find the impact of tariffs on imports 

implemented by the Northern and the Southern governments. We denote as } (}∗) the Northern 

(Southern) government’s specific import tariffs. The static profit expressions are: 

� = ��� + �� + �∗�∗�∗ + �∗� − ���� + �∗� − � + }∗��∗         (24) 

�∗ = ��� + �� + �∗�∗�∗ + �∗� − �∗�∗�� + �∗� − � + }��, with �∗ = �∗, �∗ (25) 
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Tariffs have the same impact on profits as transport costs. The tariff } (}∗) has only an impact 

on the Northern (Southern) market. We can infer that domestic sales (imports) increase (decrease) 

with the tariff on each market. Each tariff also increases the domestic market price and reduces the 

domestic country’s consumer surplus. The domestic (foreign) firm’s profit increases (decreases) with 

the domestic tariff. We have: 

567]∗,~,~∗�5~ = 4�?@48]�A8∗]∗�AB∗A~�F = 4!%]∗,~�C > 0, with �∗ = �∗, �∗   (26) 

567]∗,~,~∗�5~∗ = − n�?∗@48]�A8∗]∗�@4B@4~∗�F = − n!%∗]∗,~∗�C < 0, with �∗ = �∗, �∗   (27) 

Proposition 5: Under the specific linear inverse demand functions: 

� The Northern government’s import tariff }  slows down the new technology diffusion by 

increasing the Northern firm’s patent expenditures. 

� The Southern government’s import tariff }∗ accelerates the new technology diffusion by reducing 

the Northern firm’s patent expenditures. 

� The sign of the impact of import tariffs is the same as the sign of the impact of production 

subsidies. But the impact of production subsidies is stronger.  

Proof: The positive (negative) impact of the Northern (Southern) government’s tariff } (}∗) on 

the Northern firm’s profit increases with the Southern firm’s marginal cost. Hence, the Northern 

(Southern) government’s tariff increases (reduces) the difference in profit. Then, the Northern 

(Southern) government’s tariff increases (reduces) the Northern firm’s patent expenditures G and 

the monopoly period 
 and slows down (accelerates) the new technology diffusion. 

The Northern government’s tariff } reduces the competition of the Southern firm on the 

Northern market. The Northern firm benefits from a higher market share on its domestic market. The 

positive impact of the drop in � on � increases with �: � = −� < 0. The domestic sales � are higher 

before the new technology diffusion. Then, the Northern firm is encouraged to increase its patent 

expenditures. Conversely, the Southern government’s tariff }∗ increases the competition of the 

Southern firm on the Southern market. The negative impact of the rise in �∗ on � increases with �∗: 
� ∗ = −�∗ < 0. The exports �∗ are higher before the new technology diffusion. Then, the Northern 

firm is encouraged to reduce its patent expenditures. 
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The sign the impact of an “at-the-border” policy instrument like an import tariff is the same 

as the sign of the impact of a “behind-the-border” policy instrument like a production subsidy. But 

comparing (16) to (26), and (20) to (27), the negative (positive) impact of the Northern (Southern) 

government’s production subsidy on the speed of the new technology diffusion is stronger than the 

negative (positive) impact of the Northern (Southern) government’s import tariff. “Behind-the-

border” policy instruments seem to be more efficient.  

Nevertheless, the limit of these results is the same as with production subsidies. We cannot 

demonstrate that the results hold under nonlinear inverse demand functions. See Appendix A. 

6.	Welfare	Analysis	
 

Previously, we have studied the impact of policy instruments on the speed of the new 

technology diffusion from the Northern firm to the Southern firm. Now, let us analyze the economic 

impact of each instrument via the effect on profits, consumer surplus, public revenues and national 

welfares. 

6.1. General Framework Under Free Trade 
 

We need to find the equilibrium expressions of profits, consumer surplus and national 

welfare. First, let us find the equilibrium expression of Gk. We use a linear function for the monopoly 

period 
: 
G� = � + �G. We have: 

Gk = ����_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`�@O�
O�    

The equilibrium expressions of discounted sum of profit flows are: 

Π� = �67�]∗�@V@����_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`�AO�
O� , Π�∗ = ��_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`@V�67∗�]∗�A67∗�]∗�

O�_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`   

The equilibrium expressions of each country’s consumer surplus are: 

CS� = ��_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`@V�_jk�]∗�`EAUjk�]∗�\E
4O�_67�]∗�@67�]∗�` , CS�∗ = ��_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`@V�_jk∗�]∗�`EAUjk∗�]∗�\E

4O�_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`   

Under free trade, the national welfares are: W� = Π� + CS�,W� ∗ = Π�∗ + CS�∗. 
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6.2. Discussion 
 

Let us study now the impact of each policy instrument on discounted sums of profit flows, 

consumer surplus and public revenues. PR (PR∗) denotes the Northern (Southern) country’s public 

revenues.
5
 Table 1 illustrates the economic impact of each policy instrument.  

Table 1 – Economic Impact of Each Policy Instrument 

Inst

rument 


 П П∗ CS 

CS∗ PR PR∗ 
l + + – + + – 0 

o + + – – – – 0 

} + + – – – + 0 

l∗ – – + + + 0 – 

r∗ t∗⁄  – – + + + 0 – 

}∗ – – + + – 0 + 

Source: author.  

The Northern government’s production subsidy increases the Northern firm’s discounted 

sum of profit flows by providing further revenues and by increasing the monopoly period with the 

new technology. It reduces the Southern firm’s discounted sum of profit flows. There is a direct 

positive impact on each consumer surplus because the production subsidy increases total supplies on 

each market and reduces each market price: d��∗, l� dl⁄ = d�∗�∗, l� dl⁄ = 1 3⁄ > 0 , 

d��∗, l� dl⁄ = d�∗�∗, l� dl⁄ = −1 3⁄ < 0, with �∗ = �∗, �∗. Even if the production subsidy slows 

down the new technology diffusion, the total effect on each consumer surplus is positive. Finally, the 

production subsidy involves further public expenditures for the Northern country.  

                                                 

5
 PR� =

��
�
��−l

��_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`@V�_!�]∗�A!∗�]∗�`AU!�]∗�A!∗�]∗�\
O�_67�]∗�@67�]∗�` , with	the	production	subsidy	l

−oGk,with	the	patent	subsidy	o	
} ��_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`@V� �]∗�A �]∗�O�_67�]∗�@67�]∗�` , with	the	tariff	}

  

PR� ∗ =
���
�
���−l

∗ ��_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`@V�_ �]∗�A ∗�]∗�`AU �]∗�A ∗�]∗�\O�_67�]∗�@67�]∗�` , with	the	production	subsidy	l∗
−sr∗, with	the	public	Research	and	Development	investment	r∗−t∗r̂∗, with	the	Research	and	Development	subsidy	t∗

} ��_67�]∗�@67�]∗�`@V� �]∗�A �]∗�O�_67�]∗�@67�]∗�` , with	the	tariff	}
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The Northern government’s patent subsidy increases (reduces) the Northern (Southern) 

firm’s discounted sum of profit flows. The subsidy does not directly affect price and outputs. But the 

Southern firm uses the old technology for longer i.e. its marginal cost remains �∗ ��∗� for longer. 

Therefore, it reduces each country’s consumer surplus. It also lowers the Northern country’s public 

revenues. 

The Northern government’s import tariff reduces the Southern firm’s discounted sum of 

profit flows due to further transport costs. It increases the Northern firm’s discounted sum of profit 

flows by reducing competition on the Northern market and by increasing the monopoly period with 

the new technology. It also reduces the Northern country’s consumer surplus by reducing the total 

supplies and increasing the market price: d��∗, }� d}⁄ = −1 3⁄ < 0, d��∗, }� d}⁄ = 1 3⁄ > 0, with 

�∗ = �∗, �∗. The tariff also reduces the Northern country’s consumer surplus by increasing the 

monopoly period with the new technology. Finally, the Northern government’s tariff involves further 

public revenues for the Northern country.  

According to the impact of the Northern government’s production subsidy and tariff, we can 

easily find the impact of the Southern government’s production subsidy and tariff. The Southern 

government’s production subsidy and tariff reduces (increases) the Northern (Southern) firm’s 

discounted sum of profit flows. The Southern government’s production subsidy (tariff) increase 

(reduces) each (the Southern) country’s consumer and involves further public expenditures 

(revenues) for the Southern government. Note that the Southern government’s tariff increases the 

Northern country’s consumer surplus by reducing the monopoly period.  

The Southern government’s public R&D investment/R&D subsidy increases the Southern 

firm’s discounted sum of profit flows by providing an intermediate technology over �0, 
�. The 

Northern firm’s discounted sum of profit flows decreases as compared to the initial situation without 

R&D owing to the rise of the Southern firm’s domestic sales and exports. Furthermore, the Northern 

firm is encouraged to reduce its patent expenditures. Then, the effect on each country’s consumer 

surplus is positive. But it involves further public expenditures for the Southern government.  

6.3. Optimal Policy Instruments Under Numerical Simulations 
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According to the economic impact of each policy instrument, we have to verify whether or 

not governments are encouraged to implement it. Let us study the impact on national welfares � 

and �∗. We can also compare each instrument. Table 2 illustrates the optimal level of each 

instrument and the effect of national welfares as compared to free trade. The results are obtained 

under numerical simulations because analytical demonstrations seem too complex. Note that we 

only study the impact of a public R&D investment because it seems complex to find the equilibrium 

expressions of G and r∗ by considering a private R&D investment. We use a linear marginal cost 

function: �∗��v∗∗ r∗�� = �∗��∗� + � 1 + r∗�⁄ , with � > 0. 

Table 2 – Optimal Policy Instruments 

Instrument Optimal Value ΔW ΔW∗ 
l 23.83143 2207.07 -188.345 

o -1.29851 2.673249 31.61952 

} 13.3405203 890.148321 -1353.01039 

l∗ 18.90357 -715.086 1355.385 

r∗ 15.7495281 -396.024179 2179.44502 

}∗ 11.1251019 -1174.78568 614.817801 

Source: author.  

Note: > = 50, >∗ = 40, ��� = 6, �∗ ��∗� = 9, �∗��∗� = 3, � = �∗ = 1, � = 5,� = 1, T =
0.1, s∗ = 10, � = 9.  

Appendix B illustrates the results when the value of parameters varies. According to these 

results, we conclude that: 

� The Northern government is encouraged to implement a production subsidy or an import tariff 

because their optimal levels are positive. They increase the Northern country’s national welfare. 

The Northern government’s tariff always reduces the Southern country’s national welfare. But 

the Northern government’s production subsidy may increase the Southern country’s national 

welfare. The positive effect on the consumer surplus may be stronger than the negative effect on 

the discounted sum of profit flows. Nevertheless, the production subsidy l often reduces the 

Southern country’s national welfare.  
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� The Southern government is also encouraged to implement a production subsidy or a tariff for 

the same reason. They increase (reduce) the Southern (Northern) country’s national welfare. We 

do not find any case where the Southern government’s production subsidy increases the 

Northern country’s national welfare.  

� The Northern government is encouraged to tax its domestic firm’s patent expenditures because 

the optimal patent subsidy is negative. Such results mean that patents engender a cost for the 

Northern country’s national welfare. This is in complete contrast to several previous studies that 

establish the existence of an optimal patent length. The main reason for this is that the Northern 

firm does not invest in its technological advantage. This implies that the patent reduces the 

Northern country’s consumer surplus while the further public expenditures offset the positive 

effect on the Northern firm’s profit. 

� The Southern government is encouraged to implement a public R&D program because the 

optimal level of public R&D is positive. It increases (reduces) the Southern (Northern) country’s 

national welfare.  

� The Northern country’s favorite policy instrument is the production subsidy. We have: l ≻ } ≻
o , where ≻  denotes the Northern government’s preference. The positive effect of the 

production subsidy is stronger than the positive effect of the tariff: (i) the production subsidy 

involves a direct positive impact on the Northern firm’s profit flows while the effect of the tariff 

is indirect by reducing the competition on the Northern market, (ii) the positive effect of the 

production subsidy on the consumer surplus is stronger than the tariff revenues. Finally, the 

optimal patent subsidy maximizes the consumer surplus because the discounted sum of profit 

flows minus the public expenditures equals to the discounted sum of profit flows under free 

trade: ΠG, o� − oG = ΠG�. Then, the optimal subsidy is negative but its impact on the national 

welfare is lower than the impacts of the production subsidy and of the tariff.  

� The Southern country’s favorite policy instrument is the public R&D investment. We have: 

r∗ ≻ l∗ ≻ }∗. The public R&D increases the Southern firm’s discounted profit by providing an 

intermediate technology over �0, 
�. The difference with respect to the production subsidy is 

that the Southern government only incurs the R&D cost at period 0.  
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An important result is that the patent subsidy is not optimal because the Northern 

government is encouraged to implement a patent tax. Now, we study the case where the Northern 

firm invests in its technological advantage with the patent to verify whether or not a patent subsidy 

may become optimal.  

7.	Investment	in	Technological	Advantage	
 

Patents imply protection for the Northern firm. They then imply a technological advantage. 

We previously found that the Northern government’s patent subsidy is not optimal with respect to 

the Northern country’s national welfare. We wish to verify whether or not such a subsidy might 

become optimal when the Northern firm invests in its technological advantage. As we said in the 

general introduction, empirically speaking, there is a growing interest in patent subsidies. But it 

would be interesting to ascertain whether or not this investment in technological advantage is a 

condition whereby the said public policy may help to increase the domestic country’s national 

welfare. We omit the case of a public R&D investment/R&D subsidy because the Northern 

government already subsidizes the patent expenditures.  

Here, we consider that the Northern firm invests in such a technological advantage by 

implementing an R&D investment in processes in order to increase its profit flows at each point in 

time by decreasing its marginal cost �. The Northern firm’s R&D investment depends on the 

technological advantage, i.e. the patent expenditures G: r = rG�. The Northern firm’s marginal cost 

depends on rG�: � = ��rG�, ��. We are going to demonstrate that the cost-reducing R&D increases 

the Northern firm’s profit flows and that the patent expenditures G also increase the said profit 

flows. This can be a form of what economic literature calls the patent breadth.  

Assumption 8: The Northern firm’s R&D investment increases with G: r�G� = crG� cG⁄ >
0. Consider a concave function: r��G� ≤ 0. The Northern firm only implements the R&D investment 

at period 0. 

We use the following concave function of R&D: r = G¢, with 0 < £ < 1, where £ denotes 

the constant elasticity of the Northern firm’s R&D investments with respect to its patent 

expenditures.  
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Assumption 9: The Northern firm’s marginal cost decreases with its R&D investment: 

c��rG�, �� crG�⁄ < 0. However, the returns are decreasing: c4��rG�, �� crG�4⁄ ≥ 0 (Brander 

and Spencer, 1983). The Northern firm’s R&D investment influences its marginal cost over �0,∞�. 
This marginal cost stays constant throughout the interval.  

We use the following concave function of marginal cost: ��rG�, �� = ¤�� rG�⁄ , where 

¤�� denotes the constant part of the marginal cost that does not depend on the R&D investment. 

We denote as s the unit cost of R&D. Then, the term srG� denotes the total value of the cost of 

R&D that appears in the discounted sum of profit flows but not in static profit flows. The Northern 

firm’s static profit expression is: 

� = ��� + �� + �∗�∗�∗ + �∗� − ��rG�, ��� + �∗� − ��∗    (28) 

We have already studied the impact of �∗ on outputs, price and profits in section 2. We can 

easily find each impact of �. Then, the R&D investment increases (reduces) the Northern (Southern) 

firm’s  domestic sales and exports, reduces the market prices and increases (reduces) the Northern 

(Southern) firm’s profit.  

The integrated dynamic program with the Northern government’s patent subsidy o 

becomes: 

maxJK* ПG� = UV@WXYZ[�\67_vJ�,]∗`AWXYZ[�67UvJ�,]∗\
O − �G1 − o� + srG��  (29) 

We can easily demonstrate that the patent subsidy still increases the Northern firm’s patent 

expenditures G by reducing the total value of the patent filing cost. Then, the Northern firm is 

encouraged to increase its R&D investment with the said subsidy. We now study the impact of the 

patent subsidy on the Northern country’s national welfare. Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of the 

optimal patent subsidy when the parameter £ varies.  
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Figure 2 – Evolution of The Optimal Patent Subsidy �7  When � Varies 

 

Source: author. 

Note: > = 50, >∗ = 40, ��� = 6, �∗ ��∗� = 9, �∗��∗� = 3, � = �∗ = 1, � = 5,� = 1, T =
0.1, ¤�� = 6, s = 10. 

The effect of a patent subsidy on the Northern country’s national welfare is now uncertain. 

We find cases where the patent subsidy increases the Northern country’s national welfare. Note that 

the results depend on the value of the elasticity £ of the Northern firm’s R&D investment with 

respect to its patent expenditures G. The optimal patent subsidy that maximizes the Northern 

country’s national welfare becomes positive if £ > 0.018. A patent tax is still optimal, otherwise. The 

reason is that the result strongly depends on the sensitivity of the Northern firm’s R&D investment 

with respect to its patent expenditures. Note that such a result is of great value for understanding 

the reason for the increasing interest for patent subsidy. Such a subsidy is optimal only if the firm 

that files the patent invests in its technological advantage. Furthermore, the results also permit to 

understand that patents increase national welfare only if patentee firms invest in their technological 

advantage. 
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8.	Bertrand	Competition	
 

Consider now Bertrand competition at each point in time. Let us study whether or not the 

results hold under price competition. The second stage in Figure 1 is modified. Now, firms select the 

optimal level of prices.  

8.1. The Impact of Policy Instruments on The Speed of The New Technology Diffusion 
 

Assumption 10: Firms produce slightly differentiated goods to avoid a “Bertrand paradox.” 

We denote as �¦ (�¦∗ ) the Northern (Southern) firm’s price on the Northern market and �m (�m∗) the 

Southern firm’s price on the Southern market. Domestic sales and exports depend on prices: 

� = ��¦, �¦∗�, �∗ = �∗�m, �m∗�, � = ��¦, �¦∗�, �∗ = �∗�m, �m∗�. Domestic sales and exports decrease 

(increase) with domestic (foreign) prices: �§¨ < 0, �§©∗ < 0 , �§∗̈ > 0 , �§©∗∗ > 0, �§¨ > 0 , �§©∗ > 0 , 

�§∗̈ < 0, �§©∗∗ < 0. Own effects are stronger than cross effects: #�§¨# > �§∗̈ , #�§©∗ # > �§©∗∗ , �§¨ < #�§∗̈ #, 
�§©∗ < #�§©∗∗ #.  

The static profit expressions are: 

��¦, �m, �¦∗ , �m∗� = �¦��¦, �¦∗� + �m�∗�m, �m∗� − ������¦, �¦∗� + �∗�m, �m∗�� − ��∗�m, �m∗�
 (30) 

�∗�¦, �m, �¦∗ , �m∗� = �¦∗��¦, �¦∗� + �m∗�∗�m, �m∗� − �∗�∗����¦, �¦∗� + �∗�m, �m∗�� −
�∗��¦, �¦∗�, with �∗ = �∗, �∗         

 (31) 

Firms select the optimal level of prices instead of domestic sales and exports. We use specific 

linear demand functions: ��¦, �¦∗� = > − ª�¦ + �¦∗ , �∗�m, �m∗� = >∗ − ª∗�m + �m∗ , ��¦, �¦∗� = > +
�¦ − ª�¦∗ , �∗�m, �m∗� = >∗ + �m − ª∗�m∗, with ª, ª∗ > 1. Set � = ��� and �∗ = �∗�∗� to simplify the 

expressions. The equilibrium levels of price are: 

�̂¦ = ?4«AV�A4«E8A«8∗A«B∗n«E@V , �̂m = ?∗4«∗AV�A4«∗E8A«∗8∗A4«∗EBn«∗E@V , �̂¦∗ =
?4«AV�A«8A4«E«8∗A4«EB∗n«E@V , �̂m = ?∗4«∗AV�A«8A4«∗E8∗A«∗Bn«∗E@V       (32) 

The equilibrium levels of domestic sales and exports are: 
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�% = «U?4«AV�@�4«E@V�8A«8∗A«B∗\
n«E@V , �%∗ = «∗U?4«∗AV�@�4«∗E@V�8A«∗8∗@�4«∗E@V�B\

n«∗E@V , �% =
«U?4«AV�A«8@�4«E@V�8∗@�4«E@V�B∗\

n«E@V , �%∗ = «∗U?4«∗AV�A«∗8@�4«∗E@V�8∗A«∗B\
n«∗E@V     (33) 

The equilibrium static profits are: 

�% = «U?4«AV�@�4«E@V�8A«8∗A«B∗\En«E@V�E + «∗U?4«∗AV�@�4«∗E@V�8A«∗8∗@�4«∗E@V�B\E
�n«∗E@V�E , �%∗ =

«U?4«AV�A«8@�4«E@V�8∗@�4«E@V�B∗\En«E@V�E + «∗U?4«∗AV�A«∗8@�4«∗E@V�8∗A«∗B\E
�n«∗E@V�E     (34) 

Let us study the impact of each policy instrument on the patent expenditures G. Note that 

the impacts of the Northern government’s patent subsidy and of the Southern government’s public 

R&D/R&D subsidy are the same as under Cournot competition because these instruments are 

implemented at period 0. Then, we only analyze the impact of production subsidies and import 

tariffs. The domestic production subsidy (foreign import tariff) has the same impact as a drop (rise) of 

the domestic marginal cost. The foreign production subsidy (domestic import tariff) has the same 

impact as a drop (rise) of the foreign marginal cost. The Northern firm’s static profit decreases 

(increases) with the Northern (Southern) firm’s marginal cost. We have: 

56758 = − 4�4«E@V�!%n«E@V� − 4�4«∗E@V�!%∗
�n«∗E@V� < 0, 56758∗ = 4«!%n«E@V�+ 4«∗!%∗

�n«∗E@V� > 0   (35) 

Proposition 6: Under Bertrand competition, the Northern (Southern) government’s 

production subsidy and import tariff slow down (accelerates) the new technology by increasing 

(reducing) the patent expenditures G and the monopoly period 
. 

Proof: According to Equation (33), the Northern firm’s domestic sales and exports increase 

with the Southern firm’s marginal cost. Then, according to Equation (35), the positive (negative) 

impact of the Northern (Southern) government’s production subsidy and import tariff on the 

Northern firm’s profit is stronger when the Southern firm uses the old technology. The Northern 

(Southern) government’s production subsidy and import tariff increase (decrease) the difference in 

profit, the patent expenditures G and the monopoly period 
. 

Unfortunately, we have the same problem as under Cournot competition. We cannot 

demonstrate that these results hold with general forms for demand functions. The results hold under 

any other linear demand function. But the results are uncertain under nonlinear demand functions 

due to second order effects. See Appendix C. Nevertheless, we do not find any nonlinear example 
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where the Northern (Southern) government’s policy instruments reduce (increase) the difference in 

profit.  

8.2. Welfare Analysis With Numerical Simulations Under Bertrand Competition 
 

Table 3 illustrates the optimal level of each instrument and the effect of national welfares as 

compared to free trade under Bertrand competition. Note that we omit the case where the Northern 

firm invests in its technological advantage.  

Table 3 – Optimal Policy Instruments Under Bertrand Competition 

Instrument Optimal Value ΔW ΔW∗ 
l 4.74379099 170.883363 -146.224148 

o -2.123734 4.59158391 86.438732 

} 19.505192 2519.8887 -3018.37355 

l∗ 2.24546229 -123.065504 38.2828337 

r∗ 18.2521244 -223.62071 2973.13151 

}∗ 15.2859748 -2191.21365 1539.94981 

Source: author.  

Note: > = 50, >∗ = 40, ª = ª∗ = 2, ��� = 6, �∗ ��∗� = 9, �∗��∗� = 3, � = �∗ = 1, � =
5,� = 1, T = 0.1, s∗ = 10, � = 9. 

Appendix D illustrates the results when the value of parameters varies. The main results 

generally hold under Bertrand competition. Each government is encouraged to implement a 

production subsidy and an import tariff. The Southern government is also encouraged to invest in 

public R&D. The Northern government is still encouraged to tax patent expenditures when the 

Northern firm does not invest in its technological advantage. But now, the Northern government’s 

favorite policy instrument is the import tariff. We have now: } ≻ l ≻ o. The positive (negative) effect 

of the production subsidy (import tariff) on the Northern country’s consumer surplus is now lower 

than the tariff revenues (public expenditures). The Southern government’s favorite policy instrument 

often remains the public R&D investment: r∗ ≻ }∗ ≻ l∗. But, the import tariff becomes the favorite 

instrument under some cases. See Appendix D. There is a stronger interest for import tariffs for 

governments as compared to Cournot competition. The reason is that price competition is stronger 
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than output competition. The levels of exports (prices) are stronger (lower) than under Cournot 

(Cheng, 1985; Vives, 1985; Qiu, 1997). Tariffs lead to strong public revenues.  

9.	Concluding	Remarks	
 

The objective of this paper is to study the impact of public policy instruments on technology 

diffusion in a dynamic North-South model. Here we have explored a case where the Northern firm 

implements a patent in order to increase the monopoly period with the new technology. Then, we 

demonstrate that developing countries can accelerate technology diffusion by implementing policy 

instruments. However, developed countries can slow it down in exactly the same way. Now, if 

developed countries aim to help developing countries by accelerating technology diffusion, 

liberalization is one way to do it. Then, the role of the WTO via a TRIPs agreement and trade 

liberalization is crucial to promote access to technological information for developing countries.   

An important result relates to the welfare impact of the Northern country’s patent subsidy. 

We demonstrate that patent tax is optimal under the initial structure. But when the Northern firm 

invests in its technological advantage by implementing R&D investment, patent subsidy may become 

optimal. It helps to better understand the growing interest in this type of public policy. The condition 

why such an instrument increases national welfare is that the patentee firm invests in its 

technological advantage. 

Note that, in this paper, we omit externalities of technology diffusion in developing countries 

in the welfare analysis in order to study a simple case. Sometimes, negative externalities appear. For 

example, there is a cost for unskilled labor because modern technologies require that firms in 

developing countries hire skilled labor. Another example is the environment. Technology diffusion 

may create pollution in developing countries.  

Last, let us mention a few directions in which we might possibly extend this model. It would 

be interesting to analyze the relationship between public policies and technology by considering 

innovation in terms of product rather than process. We might also consider other forms of 

technology protection such as trade secret that also make it possible to increase the monopoly 

period with a new technology.  
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Appendix 

A. General Forms For Inverse Demand Functions 

Using general forms, we have: 

5675m = !%6996::∗; + !%∗69∗9∗6:∗:∗∗
;∗ > 0, with �∗ = �∗, �∗ 

5675m∗ = −�!%69969:;∗ + !%∗69∗9∗69∗:∗;∗ � < 0, with �∗ = �∗, �∗ 
5675~ = !%69969:; > 0, with �∗ = �∗, �∗ 

5675~∗ = − !%∗69∗9∗6:∗:∗∗
;∗ < 0, with �∗ = �∗, �∗ 

Under linear demand function, the only terms which depend on �∗ are �% and �%∗. In Section 2, 

we proved that the Northern firm’s domestic sales and exports increase with the Southern firm’s 

marginal cost. The positive (negative) effect of l and } (l∗ and }∗) on � is stronger when the Southern 

firm uses the old technology �∗ = �∗. The production subsidy and the tariff implemented by the 

Northern (Southern) government increase (reduce) the difference in profit. But under nonlinear 

demand function, it is complex to find general results because each term depends on �∗. In this case, 

each instrument may increase or decrease the difference in profit. Nevertheless, we did not find any 

nonlinear example where the effects of l and }  (l∗  and }∗) are negative (positive). Then, the 

production subsidy generally slows down technology diffusion.  

B. Numerical Simulations for The Welfare Analysis 

Table 4 – Optimal Policy Instruments When Parameters Vary 

 Instrume

nt 

Optimal 

Value 

ΔW ΔW∗ 

∆>∗ = 10 l 

25.26310

84 

2480.733

57 

-

97.9177169 

o 

-1 

1.931471

81 

25.00001

97 

} 13.34064

89 

890.1210

65 

-

1352.15508 

l∗ 23.22446 - 2048.370
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19 1117.61577 46 

r∗ 16.90909

4 

-

522.837417 

2555.756

82 

}∗ 14.46230

77 

-

1956.33697 

1039.590

37 

∆>∗ = 20 l 

26.69417

17 

2770.127

8 

3.858251

68 

o 

-

0.81308485 

1.465757

16 

20.74623

72 

} 13.34061

52 

890.0804

13 

-

1351.43278 

l∗ 27.53956

73 

-

1608.83141 

2883.815

71 

r∗ 17.99724

11 

-

650.289281 

2933.596

7 

}∗ 17.79794

97 

-

2935.58451 

1575.260

67 

∆�∗ ��∗� = −3 l 

23.40164

02 

2127.971

98 

-

760.945292 

o 

-

1.48739497 

3.132629

88 

40.25011

38 

} 14.34004

85 

1028.538

23 

-

1773.75271 

l∗ 21.33871

32 

-

303.562419 

1697.326

93 

r∗ (a) 10.86894

43 

-

158.107414 

1109.955

99 

}∗ 11.14983 - 616.5597
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57 1027.06103 65 

∆�∗ ��∗� = 3 l 

22.9999 

2281.388

51 

303.0726

01 

o 

-

1.14765101 

2.299996

9 

25.06900

17 

} 12.34094

55 

761.7476

24 

-

976.840376 

l∗ 16.60851

62 

-

1012.86461 

1055.408

23 

r∗ (a) 19.48016

23 

-

686.806899 

3101.726

36 

}∗ 11.10464

79 

-

1322.08734 

613.3399

21 

∆��� = −3 l 

25.97788

25 

2623.140

7 

387.0787

55 

o 

-

1.02272655 

1.988287

58 

20.33961

78 

} 13.34050

91 

890.0916

99 

-

1173.44046 

l∗ 18.26931

75 

-

1153.14029 

1282.275

49 

r∗ 15.31908

1 

-

527.381622 

2046.850

31 

}∗ 12.08422

26 

-

1547.9453 

727.3784

12 

∆��� = 3 l 

21.68371

47 

1826.477

82 

-

667.883238 

o - 3.927392 55.62541
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1.82608694 08 77 

} 13.34020

26 

890.1787

48 

-

1533.36256 

l∗ 20.00742

28 

-

220.209277 

1446.516

41 

r∗ 16.17112

88 

-

264.096844 

2312.841

29 

}∗ 10.19906

2 

-

845.509592 

513.7330

85 

∆� = −0.5 l 

23.80569

85 

2200.731

46 

-

208.156232 

o 

-

1.29850746 

5.346498

36 

63.23899

99 

} 13.34770

4 

891.4082

69 

-

1362.81902 

l∗ 19.43195

7 

-

690.913006 

1391.906

91 

r∗ 15.76775

61 

-

366.436554 

2184.730

62 

}∗ 11.25255

08 

-

1176.06162 

624.7935

73 

∆� = 1 l 

23.84429

12 

2210.240

46 

-

178.432562 

o 

-

1.29850746 

1.336624

59 15.80975 

} 13.33692

72 

889.5185

4 

-

1348.10912 

l∗ 18.66028 - 1337.835
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39 725.772462 46 

r∗ 15.74040

59 

-

410.809732 

2176.802

37 

}∗ 11.06226

47 

-

1174.08108 

609.8894

27 

Source: author.  

Note: > = 50, >∗ = 40, ��� = 6, �∗ ��∗� = 9, �∗��∗� = 3, � = �∗ = 1, � = 5,� = 1, T =
0.1, s∗ = 10, � = 9. (a) Since the Southern firm’s marginal cost depends on the public R&D 

investment, we study the case where the parameter � varies. 

C. General Forms for Demand Functions under Bertrand Competition 

Using general forms, we have the following reaction functions for the Northern firm: 

�¦�¦∗� = � − � �§¨⁄ , �m�m∗� = � − �∗ �§©∗⁄ . Then, the Northern firm’s maximum profit is given by: 

��̂¦, �̂m� = −�§¨�̂¦ − ��4 − �§©�̂m − ��4.  

We make the assumption that the second order conditions are verified: �§¨§¨ < 0 , 

�§©§© < 0, �§∗̈§∗̈∗ < 0, �§©∗§©∗∗ < 0. However, cross effects are now positive: �§¨§∗̈ > 0, �§©§©∗ > 0, 

�§∗̈§¨∗ > 0, �§©∗§©∗ > 0. Own effects remain stronger than cross effects. Stability condition is also 

verified on each market under Bertrand competition: ®¦ = �§¨§¨�§∗̈§∗̈∗ − �§¨§∗̈�§∗̈§¨∗ > 0 , 

®m = �§©§©�§©∗§©∗∗ − �§©§©∗�§©∗§©∗ > 0. 

We have: 

5658 = �§¨�̂¦ − �� <1 − 6¯¨¯∗̈ 6¯∗̈ ¯¨∗
°¨ = + �§©∗ �̂m − �� <1 − 6¯©¯©∗6¯©∗¯©∗

°© = < 0  

5658∗ = �§¨�̂¦ − �� 6¯¨¯¨6¯¨¯∗̈°¨ + �§©�̂m − �� 6¯©¯©6¯©¯©∗°© > 0  

Let us study the impact of the Southern firm’s marginal cost on the two previous expressions. 

Under linear demand functions, each second order term is null. Then, the only terms that depend on 

�∗ are �̂¦ and �̂m. Furthermore, each price increases with each marginal cost. Then, the negative 

(positive) effect of the Northern (Southern) firm’s marginal cost is stronger when the Southern firm’s 

marginal cost increases. But under nonlinear demand functions, the results are unknown owing to 

the impact on second order terms.  
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D. Numerical Simulations For The Welfare Analysis Under Bertrand Competition 

Table 5 – Optimal Policy Instruments When Parameters Vary Under Bertrand Competition 

 Instrume

nt 

Optimal 

Value 

ΔW ΔW∗ 

∆>∗ = 10 l 

4.454674

55 

150.7247

38 

-

120.850388 

o 

-

1.51082255 

3.188862

55 

62.67308

72 

} 19.50399

05 

2519.494

5 

-

3016.77033 

l∗ 3.410883

93 

-

235.606622 

88.35035

17 

r∗ 19.53027

8 

-

325.173007 

3453.640

53 

}∗ 19.98638

51 

-

3700.37189 

2633.872

51 

∆>∗ = 20 l 

4.164814

12 

131.7687

3 

-

97.685287 

o 

-

1.17245245 

2.361659

5 

49.36387

42 

} 19.50294

82 

2519.162

74 

-

3015.45629 

l∗ 4.576967

42 

-

381.387269 

159.1073

17 

r∗ 20.73277

43 

-

427.239808 

3935.783

76 

}∗ 24.68548

15 

-

5602.05204 

4019.660

89 
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∆�∗ ��∗� = −3 l 

4.320970

04 

141.7609

94 

-

236.213747 

o 

-

2.89216977 

6.158928

22 

126.7041

26 

} 20.39093

85 

2753.949

23 

-

3610.11701 

l∗ 2.933457

78 

-

100.551223 

65.32974

27 

r∗ (a) 12.63564

99 

-

71.2465623 

1511.025

73 

}∗ 15.82568

61 

-

2112.76711 

1649.493

97 

∆�∗ ��∗� = 3 l 

5.166464

11 

202.7141

42 

-

36.1273328 

o 

-

1.62196153 

3.453165

41 

61.12948

99 

} 18.61943

61 

2296.219

15 

-

2466.1469 

l∗ 1.557754

54 

-

117.350807 

18.42588

66 

r∗ (a) 22.54911

44 

-

433.181735 

4262.329

22 

}∗ 14.74810

02 

-

2259.16204 

1434.330

28 

∆��� = −3 l 

5.432101

31 

224.1331

7 

-

54.2325001 

o 

-

1.2926179 

2.658768

26 

45.52921

13 
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} 20.02773

56 

2656.638

61 

-

2902.22202 

l∗ 1.815789

49 

-

142.70274 

25.04005

12 

r∗ 17.89556

88 

-

351.119948 

2845.024

13 

}∗ 16.14214

11 

-

2676.6954 

1719.780

55 

∆��� = 3 l 

4.053830

85 

124.7324

96 

-

209.997804 

o 

-

4.69294711 

9.148838

51 

223.0176

03 

} 18.98273

41 

2386.789

82 

-

3124.79022 

l∗ 2.678658

86 

-

83.0148608 

54.45686

21 

r∗ 18.60277

77 

-

95.806012 

3101.605

09 

}∗ 14.44446

47 

-

1744.6568 

1371.751

42 

∆� = −0.5 l 

4.721466

66 

169.1362

08 

-

154.02691 

o 

-

2.12373369 

9.183167

83 

172.8774

39 

} 19.52044

64 

2524.279

81 

-

3034.46181 

l∗ 2.292187

05 

-

124.082321 

39.85385

38 
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r∗ 18.26908

69 

-

192.518616 

2979.109

72 

}∗ 15.41936

45 

-

2195.42374 

1559.306

13 

∆� = 1 l 

4.754940

63 

171.7597

76 

-

142.296735 

o 

-

2.12373369 

2.295791

96 

43.21935

97 

} 19.49756

26 

2517.694

3 

-

3010.3365 

l∗ 2.222134

56 

-

122.53477 

37.50973

69 

r∗ 18.24363

85 

-

239.16509 

2970.142

51 

}∗ 15.21994

98 

-

2189.0533 

1530.358

55 

Source: author.  

Note: > = 50, >∗ = 40, ª = ª∗ = 2, ��� = 6, �∗ ��∗� = 9, �∗��∗� = 3, � = �∗ = 1, � =
5,� = 1, T = 0.1, s∗ = 10, � = 9. (a) Since the Southern firm’s marginal cost depends on the public 

R&D investment, we study the case where the parameter � varies. 
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